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Introduction
The Libraries Data Discovery Day took place on 17th March 2017 in the 
Rougement Room, Exeter Library. It invited diverse participants—from 
library staff and friends groups to local communities and academics—to get 
together and discuss the ways in which data could better help us 
understand and communicate the impact that libraries have on everyone’s 
lives.

Over the course of one day we facilitated discussions, explored data 
ecosystems and captured the vital questions (and answers). This document 
pulls together many of the conversations we had and invites everyone to 
reflect on the next steps.



Lightning Talks

After an introduction from Ciara Eastell we began the morning and 
afternoon sessions with short talks from Colin Bray, Luke Burton, 
Matt Little, Beverley Hawkins and Gemma John.



Data Connections

We started the workshops with an exercise in building a 
collaborative map of the different data connections using the 
following elements: Data We Have, Data We Want, People & 
Organisations, Stuff (devices, websites, etc.) and Questions.





Round Table Discussions
From the talks, initial conversations and building the data ecosystem we 
drew up a list of questions. From these questions we voted for the top five 
and these were distributed among the tables for discussion. Each table 
wrote and sketched their conversations before switching tables to explore a 
different topic.



How could we 
get better 
insights from 
our own data?



How do we 
capture usage 
by people who 
aren’t 
borrowing, 
booking or 
logging in?



What are our 
critical data 
partnerships?

How do we join 
conversations 
in a place 
together?

Who do we 
need to engage 
in other 
organisations 
that have 
data?



How can we 
collect and 
analyse stories 
and qualitative 
information 
from staff 
about impact?



How do we 
adapt libraries 
better to their 
locations?



Other Questions There wasn’t time to discuss 
all the questions so some were 
left for future conversations.

Popular topics included 
further exploration around 
who libraries aren’t reaching 
and libraries’ general 
accessibility.



Final Data Connections
After a second round of mapping out the data connections we captured more detail, which is 
listed on the pages that follow.



Better data on Booktrack
Consultation results from county and localities telling us what people want and need from 
their libraries.
Wifi data (but we need to have borrower numbers to gain more insight).
A library management system.
Lots of metadata on books and resources as well as how they are used.
Fablab and BIPC data (need to overlay with borrower data).
Library catalogue (stock).
Events and participation feedback.
Customer surveys.
Footfall (Google locational data).
General use (computers, wifi, events, borrowing, access).
Distance travelled to visit library.
An economic profile of the city (employment, CC footfall, number of businesses, education/
skills) (from Exeter CC).
Lists of community organisations who use different libraries.
Number of visits.
Computer Use.
Book loans.
DVD rentals.
Room bookings.
Evaluations from workshops.
Third party registrations for events.
Metadata about events.
Footfall (patchy data).
Observed attendees.
Social media data (anecdotes).
Social media statistics and traffic.
Statistics on digital use.
Website hits.
Trends and topics from books and DVDs borrowing.

Trends and topics from books and DVDs borrowing.
What books are being requested and purchased.
Reading Well collections (report data, postcode data) matched against public health data.

Data We Have



Local priorities (social, economic, etc.).
Local challenges and issues.
Lending of music/play sets for performance.
How many people performed and attended.
Quantified self data (linking to library data on health).
Live data dashboard.
Stories of impact.
Data on people who don’t use libraries.
Mobile phone location data.
Link to economic impact.
Profile of community.
CIPFA+ (we have old paper returns).
Clear reasons why we are collecting data to reassure our customers.
How library interactions change people’s lives.
Easy ways to collect qualitative data.
Systems to help with reporting to commissioners on KPIs.
Community stakeholders.
Outreach services required.
Why people visit the library.
Ages of visitors.
Impact of marketing.
Information on community groups.
Everything.
Data from a smarter library card (like Oyster: knows what you are doing/how long).
Sentiment analysis (how people are feeling) from social media.
The data that user groups collect for their own purposes.
Which business use which libraries and what for.
Access and awareness of where to look for data (a joint sharing portal).
Feel Better With a Book data.
Data from prisons on how books reduce reoffending.
Library environment data (ambient noise, layout, ergonomics).

Accessibility of library spaces (transport data, opening hours).
Prison releases linked to registrations for library cards.
People who use the library who are not members.
Who are the people who come to our activities.
What other library services they use.
What people came to the library for.
Data on other uses (toilet use, charging phones, warmth, company, cafe, hanging out).
Age, sex, socio-economic group, ethnic minorities, LGBT.
Links to public health data.
Data to improve services: live visitor information to reduce queues, etc.
NHS referral data (e.g. Cullompton).
Food and nutrition datasets.
Social prescribing.
Data on homelessness to map to library use.
Home education impact.
Children’s Centre data (how are we helping them?).
Prison data (mapping reoffending with library usage).
Evaluation and user journeys.
Sharing data between groups and organisations.
Data (figures) for partnerships.
Evalusation on data in libraries.
Connection between libraries.

Data We Want



Prison libraries.
Individual with stories and expertise to share.
Evie (a member of the book groups with valuable recommendations.
Councils.
Public Health.
Job Centre.
R. V. S.
Local services.
Seattle Public Library (evidence-based use of data).
University.
Library users
Room bookers.
Community groups.
BL BIPC.
Subject experts.
Library knowledge meets.
UK Centre for Healthy Eating.
Power to Change.
Twine (platform for capturing social impact).
Village agents (Somerset model).
Food banks.
Book groups.
Library workers.
GP’s surgeries.
National nutrition campaigns.
Schools.
Education providers.
Data/digital meetups.
Developers.
Data.gov.uk.
Post office.

LMS/system suppliers.
Google.
Tinder Foundation.
Children’s Centre.
Health organisations.
Local government services.
Clubs.
ODI.
Customers.

People & Organisations



Archives.
Websites.
Facebook.
Twitter.
Instagram.
Surveys.
Data.gov.uk.
Data portals.
Digital Catapult.
Innovate UK.
Consultations.
Food fairs.

Do we store all the social media data?
Money! How will this work? Data is valuable.
How is data shared between libraries?
What is open leadership?
Why?
What processes are shared?
What about privacy?
How do we capture collectively?

Stuff Questions



End Themes
As part of the conclusion to the day 
we asked everyone in the room what 
themes were important to them.

Summary

Smaller libraries as flexible spaces.
Staff buying into the value of data.
Choose three or four things to try.
Capture data from non-borrowers.
Not just open data but open capture.
Anecdotal evidence is vital.
Social media can be better used.
We need a culture of open data.
Libraries can be agents of social and 
cultural change.



Overall Themes
Taking the day as a whole—the talks, the table 
conversations, the data connection building and the 
discussions in between—the following themes emerged.



Data Culture
Many of the day’s discussions were around the building of a data culture 
within libraries; from how we include everyone in the capture, use and 
understanding of data to how we communicate the benefits of data sharing 
to every user of the library.



Data Definitions
Libraries handle huge amounts of data, from their archives to the 
fragments of conversations staff have with users. There’s a real 
opportunity for libraries to lead the way in extending everyone’s 
understanding of data from just numbers.



Data Accessibility
Libraries are designed to be highly accessible spaces, both physically and 
in terms of catering for diverse audiences. It is important that the data 
they share builds upon this by not only being accessible itself but also by 
furthering the accessibility of services, through better information on how 
everyone can get the most from their library.



Data Capture
One of the strongest themes from the day was the perceived need for 
improved methods of data capture around library usage. Although libraries 
can easily capture data on borrowing, many of the other uses of libraries 
are not evidenced. These other uses may well be critical for many visitors 
and better understanding these would provide rich material on the role of 
libraries in the community.



Data Listening
Better use of social media listening and services such as Google Trends 
could offer libraries a way into understanding their value to users but also 
allow them to better understand the issues that might be important to 
them, allowing libaries to be more proactive in their provision.



Data Partnerships
Much of the data connection building exercise centred around some of the 
key partnerships that would help access and share better data. Better 
collaboration with data around health, local authority and other partners 
would provide libaries with access to data that allowed them to be more 
strategic and clearer in how they demonstrate impact. And all of
this means that governance plays a critical role.



Data Innovation
Libraries provide perfect spaces for innovation. The Discovery Day 
highlighted a number of innovation opportunities around the capture and 
use of data which could provide the basis for prototype projects.



Next Steps
Data Culture
- Working out what ‘open capture’ looks like: asking library users what they think their 
data is already used for and what they’re comfortable with if we decide to do more with it.
- Training for libraries staff on better use of data and open data.
- Sharing what we know about trends and usage (high level) with online visualisations and 
posters.

Data Definitions
- Establishing processes to capture, use and share non-numeric data

Data Accessibility
- Analysing locations and facilities of library buildings, working out priorities for 
improvements.
- Publishing more internal and external datasets through the data store.



Next Steps (Continued)
Data Listening
- Investigating suitable tools for capturing social media mentions and sentiment.
- Building a quick, simple platform using open source tools.

Data Partnerships
- Researching and approaching relevant contacts in partner organisations with data.
- Building partnerships with the resources to help with scanning and transcribing archive 
materials.

Data Innovation
- Using the material in this document plus further conversation to prepare for the October 
prototyping event.



Immediate Actions
We’ve created a short form for you to tell us anything you think might add 
to the outputs of the Discovery Day. You can access it here: 

https://goo.gl/forms/zsgaKbFS1lZhpUoJ2
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